We establish a relation between the notion of an operator of an analytic semigroup and matrix transformations mapping from a set of sequences into χ, where χ is either of the sets l ∞ , c 0 , or c. We get extensions of some results given by Labbas and de Malafosse concerning applications of the sum of operators in the nondifferential case.
Introduction
In this paper, we are interested in the study of operators represented by infinite matrices. Note that in [1] , Altay and Başar gave some results on the fine spectrum of the difference operator Δ acting on the sequence spaces c 0 and c. Then they dealt with the fine spectrum of the operator B(r,s) defined by a matrix band over the sequence spaces c 0 and c. In de Malafosse [3, 5] , there are results on the spectrum of the Cesàro matrix C 1 and on the matrix Δ considered as operators from s r to itself. Spectral properties of unbounded operators are used in the theory of the sum of operators. The notion of generators of analytic semigroup was developed in this way. Recall that this theory was studied by many authors such as Da Prato and Grisvard [2, 12] , Fuhrman [11] , Labbas and Terreni [16, 17] . Some applications can also be found in Labbas and de Malafosse [15] of the sum of operators in the theory of summability in the noncommutative case. Some results were obtained in de Malafosse [4] on the equation
) in a reflexive Banach set of sequences E, where y ∈ E, A and B are two closed linear operators represented by infinite matrices with domains D(A) and D(B) included in E.
Here we are interested in some extensions of results given in [15] using similar matrices A and B. Recall that the choice of these matrices was motivated by the solvability of 2 Matrix and generators of analytic semigroups a class of infinite-tridiagonal systems. Then we study some spectral properties of A and B considered as matrix transformations in the sets (s 1/a ,l ∞ ) and (s 1/β ,l ∞ ), or (s Here the relative boundedness with respect to A or B is not satisfied, so we are not within the framework of the classical perturbation theory given by Kato [14] or Pazy [18] .
In this paper, we establish a relation between results in summability and basic notions used in the theory of the sum of operators. For this, we need to recall the following.
Preliminary results

Recall of some results in summability.
Let M = (a nm ) n,m≥1 be an infinite matrix and consider the sequence x = (x n ) n≥1 . We will define the product Mx = (M n (x)) n≥1 with M n (x) = ∞ m=1 a nm x m whenever the series are convergent for all n ≥ 1. Let s denote the set of all complex sequences. We write ϕ, c 0 , c and l ∞ for the sets of finite, null, convergent, and bounded sequences, respectively. For any given subsets X, Y of s, we will say that the operator represented by the infinite matrix
a nm x m are convergent for all n ≥ 1 and for all x ∈ X and Mx ∈ Y for all x ∈ X. For any subset X of s, we will write
If Y is a subset of s, we will denote the so-called matrix domain by
Let X ⊂ s be a Banach space, with norm · X . By Ꮾ(X), we will denote the set of all bounded linear operators, mapping X into itself. We will say that L ∈ Ꮾ(X) if and only if L : X → X is a linear operator and
It is well known that Ꮾ(X) is a Banach algebra with the norm L * Ꮾ(X) . A Banach space X ⊂ s is a BK space if the projection P n : x → x n from X into C is continuous for all n. A BK space X ⊃ ϕ is said to have AK if for every x ∈ X, x = lim p→∞ p k=1 x k e k , where e k = (0,...,1,...), 1 being in the kth position. It is well known that if X has AK, then Ꮾ(X) = (X,X), see [9, 13, 19] .
Put now U + = {x = (x n ) n≥1 ∈ s : x n > 0 for all n}. For ξ = (ξ n ) n≥1 ∈ U + , we will define the diagonal matrix D ξ = (ξ n δ nm ) n,m≥1 , (where δ nm = 0 for all n = m and δ nm = 1 otherwise). For α ∈ U + , we will write s α = D α l ∞ , (cf. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 15 ]. The set s α is a BK space with the norm x sα = sup n≥1 (|x n |/α n ). The set of all infinite matrices M = (a nm ) n,m≥1 with 
In all what follows, we will use the next lemma. 
It is said that A and B are generators of analytic semigroups not strongly continuous at
and we have σ(A) σ(−B) = ∅ and ρ(A) ρ(−B) = C.
The following is well known in the commutative case:
8) if D(A) and D(B)
are densely defined in E, it is well known (cf. [2] ) that the bounded operator defined by In the following, we will consider matrix transformations A and B mapping in a set of sequences and we will show that they satisfy hypothesis (H).
Definition of the operators A and B
We will consider two infinite matrices and deal with the case when A and B map into l ∞ or c 0 and with the case when A and B map into c. In each case, we will study their spectral properties.
For given sequences a = (a
, and γ = (γ n ) n≥1 , let A and B be the following infinite matrices:
(3.1)
The case when A and B are operators mapping from D(A) and D(B) into E, where
The next conditions are consequences of results given in [15] . When E is either of the sets l ∞ or c 0 , we assume that A satisfies the following properties:
a ∈ U + , a n is strictly increasing, lim n→∞ a n = ∞, (3.2a)
Similarly, we assume that B satisfies the next conditions:
The case when A and B are operators mapping D(A) and D(B) into c.
Here we need to recall the characterization of (c,c). We assume that A and B satisfy the following hypotheses. The matrix A is defined in (3.1) with a ∈ U + , a n is strictly increasing, lim n→∞ a n = ∞, (3.5a)
For B given in (3.1), we do the following hypotheses:
This lead to the next remark. 1/β is embedded in the other one. We will see in Proposition 5.7 and Theorem 5.8 that we need to have (3.5a) and (3.6a). Then we will see that A and B are closed operators when b, γ ∈ c. Finally, notice that D(B) ⊂ c means 1/β ∈ c which is trivially satisfied in (3.6a) and it is the same for A. 
First properties of the operators
and by (3.2a), (3.3b) and (3.3c)(α), we get 
The case when the operators A and B are considered as matrix maps from D(A) and D(B) into c.
We assume that A and B satisfy (3.5) and (3.6) . From the preceding, we immediately get the following. 
The matrices A and B as operator generators of an analytic semigroup
In this section, we will show that A and B are generators of analytic semigroup in each case E = l ∞ , E = c 0 , or E = c.
The case when A and B are considered as matrix maps from D(A) and D(B) into E,
where E = l ∞ or c 0 . In this section, A and B satisfy (3.2) and (3.3). The next result was shown in [15] in the case when A ∈ (s 1/a ,l ∞ ) and B ∈ (s 1/β ,l ∞ ) with a n = a n , a > 1, and β was defined by β 2n = 1 and β 2n+1 = (2n + 1)! for all n, so we omit the proof.
Proposition 5.1. In the space l ∞ , the two linear operators A and B are closed and satisfy the following: 
We can state the following result where we will use the fact that for any α ∈ U + , since s 0 α is a BK space with AK, we have Ꮾ(s 0 α ) = (s 0 α ,s 0 α ). As we have seen in (2.5), for any matrix For any λ / ∈ εA , put
and Since a n tends to infinity as n tends to infinity, there is n 0 such that
Consider now the infinite matrix 10) where T λ is the matrix of order n 0 defined by [
(5.11) B. de Malafosse and A. Medeghri 9 (
To deal with the inverse of B + μI, we need to study the sequences |γ 2k+1 |/β 2k and |χ 2k |β 2k / β 2k−1 . By (3.3a), (3.3b), we have
On the other hand, for every μ ∈ Σ B , we get
From (5.14) and (5.16), we deduce that there is n 1 such that
(5.17)
As in (i), define the matrices D μ = D (1/(βn+μ)n) and We immediately obtain the next result.
Theorem 5.6. In the space c 0 , the two linear operators A and B are closed and satisfy the following:
(5.23)
Proof. Show that A is a closed operator. For this, consider a sequence x p = (x np ) n≥1 tending to x = (x n ) n≥1 in c 0 , as p tends to infinity, where
. It remains to show that x ∈ s 0 1/a . For this, note that since b ∈ l ∞ and x ∈ c 0 , we conclude that a n x n = y n − b n x n+1 tends to a zero as n tends to infinity. The proof for B is similar. 
and we have shown that s 0 1/a ⊂ c 0 (A). Now let x ∈ c 0 (A). Then y = Ax ∈ c 0 . In the proof of Proposition 5.4, we can take λ = 0. Indeed, there is n 0 such that χ n = |b n |/a n ≤ 1/2 for all n ≥ n 0 . Then y ∈ c 0 implies D 1/a y = (y n /a n ) n≥1 ∈ s Since a n tends to infinity, we should have x np → 1/a n and a n x np → 1 (p → ∞) for all n. This contradicts the fact that x p ∈ s ∈ εA . We get similar results for B + μI. This concludes the proof of (iv). D(B) into c. In this section, A and B satisfy conditions given in (3.5) and (3.6). We will state results similar to those given in Section 5.1, when c 0 is replaced by c.
The case when A and B are matrix maps from D(A) and
